
t A, : ‘aay f E fo is “td bey s Ki fe . ‘a ig(f 2 * heat ‘ Discovery material 3/16/72 pi 

WADC Technical Report 57-87 AD 119038 Stadelman, Kosin on hatching eggs 2/57 Dr. Weloh told me this am. it is a fraud. I have mm my own analysis, It is eretote on adults, 
typeseript 3/10/64 Pentagon conference, 
Flight information digest 5/24/67 supplemented 8/16/67 and a. couple earlier ones, 9/14/67 Detrick report, Louise Trout _ - 8/17/67 Swilley my H21 complaints, a . 4 
8/11/67 Memo for the record, Thémpson calling Zellmer on my two complaints that week, 8/11/67 Trowt to Mitchell, two H21, I'm upset 
8/7/68 Daley memo my complaints increasing overflibhts, Handwritten notes say “He seems to be buikding up a claim for personal injury based upon his and his wife's nearvousg condition.? 

; 9/2/66 Betrick to Mitchell, double-rotor, directly overhead, read Army. Low. Two others later not low, fg ey 9/1/66 Detrick to Mitchell, H-21, directly overhead, 100 ft. _.* 8/50/66 Detrick to Mitchell. Lil reported H21 less than 1000 ft over farm, two later, both overhead, both like White House (hereafter WH). - 8/26/66 Detrick to Mitahell mS "The helicopter was identical to that of President Johnson's", Directly overhead 8/26/66 Memo for the reford by Mitchell. I had asked that they mutis have someone call mé, Mitchell says 1 was told to write another letter, of, 3/24/66 Detrick to Mitchell, directly overhead, similar to WH . 1/29/66 "Re Weishurg Chicken “arm, Detrick to Mitohell, under 1,000, over property H21, 2/22/66 Detrick:to Bleyle Army, over farm, : Undated, Detrick to Bleyle (like others, after our name 622-63) 1d4l reported two, 4 Apr, 1640 H 21 handwritten 
. ofa 65 6-700 feet, west of house . 12/17/65 Bhinook under 600 feet, to east/ . 11/23/65, my letter to Col. Blackmarr, 2d Army JAG in response to his of 11/17/65 about "continuing afforte..to inform Army aviators of your grievance". Three nclosares not included, , 10/21/65 he possibly under 750 feet 

10/18/65 ynsigned"memo for record" Lil called Detrick, hoc. under 500 reported by Lil, landwritten notation "Just fileW (My 3/16/73 comment: “just file" when they are supposed to be stopping thse 7 when this elevation is additionally a violation of basic, 

.0/11/65, mo to Blackmarr re his 10/6. Qn how they can identify hes, reporting sonic boom. 0/6/65, Blackmarr to me, "eesdmpossible for us to trace the source of the helicopters ‘iolating the flight regulations..." Again, no alleged helicopter, alleged violations, enclosure, below, , 
, 0/6/65, to Omdg Off Amy Flight Information, Washington, from Donald Huntingdon, "Amy laims Officer" (Harveysnote this is claims not operations, ig it oan have possible varing on negotiations and running of statute). Admits violations.. It asks that 4 be nformed ofnthe taking of requested steps gnd that "this headquarters", that is, Claims, AG, not operations people, “be informed when the requested information has been provided o Mr. Weisberg". If this was done, it is not in this sheaf of papers provided, 1/1/65, me to Blackmarr, re his 9/27. Harvey, note this language of ny letter which ipports me and is undisputed an ahy of this file of his letterst"Az you left, the aptain [Steven Cimeala] told me that the only questions remaining were the amount of 
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damage done us and regularigzing the drrangemants for reporting violations of the regula- tions", (HARVEY, His response of 10/1 does not dispute this in any way, not even by. inference.) Visit because Army has threatened"prosecution as a comion nuisance" for: reporting [admitted | violations, on orders Second ArliYe (The; appear tomhave gone to : Detrhek from my place and to have ended that.) I go into out healtht"...we have had tha most exhaustive series of medical examinations and tests and all other apparent reasons for our health problems have been eliminated," Follows ref to "vers bad effeots upon my wife." The above~quoted language was underlined, Next paragraph referes agnin to consequences of continuing violations,"The question...is their effect upon our health,” This also is underlined, initialled MMin margin NB or WB (Willian Blackmarr] (HARVEY— of possible ) i.portance in re serial number, I enclosed a broadside picture from AP showing none visible) Same initialling opposite underlining of "we are suppose to report and want to report, 
and how they can be identified if the Army wants to. Also underlined and initialled, "It is also a matter that has had and continues to have daily the worst kind of effect upon our livese How long we can continue to live this way, if indeed the kind of existence _ these things have forced upon us can be called ‘living’, I do not know..eentire affair . is a matter of the greatest importanca to use Its potentiality I hate to consider," I then Say, “If I have in this long letter erred in any way, I certainly would like you to call it to my attention.” HARVEY. This letter begins with the quotation of Chucala,only questions are amount of damage, etc. There should be a copy of this letter in the Morse file 9/27/65 Blackmarr to may “oe. I have no reason to doubt" occasional overflights, Undated, unsigned handwritten notes re regulations, etc, 9/27/65 duplicate of second above, . 3/12/65 "Memorandum to Army Claims Office" by 2.P.Koch, Office of Aury Cleins, : apparently at Detrick, reporting my call re helicopter. Note again, Hot ton operations. 7/5/65 unsigned memo reporting nearby helicopter. 7/8/65 unsigned ditto 
7/15/65 unsigned ditto . 7/23/65 L. Bart "Memorandum for record". Sybject "Claim of Harold Weisberg”. No reference to my "claim", only to the report of a violation. So, I note that as of this date there was Army recognition that this related to a claim. 1/26 year eliminated in xeroxing handwritten "meo for record", headed "Weisbegg". Violation, 7/29/65 linda Bart's “Subject: Claim of Harold & Lillian Weisberg” which mmounckt makes no reference to hing but another report from me, 8/2/65 Unsigned uarters Second Army" memo on a report from Petrick"this date", Here the Second Army's designation és “Subjects Vlaim of Herold and ldlidan Weisberg." 8/2/65 report of violation, 

a 8/5/65 "Subject: Claim of Harold & Lillian Weisberg" but only on violations, 6/4/65 Capt Zs hand note of call from Detrick after Lil's call there, Undated, typed, umsigned note on violation, 
Undated hand note someone else annotated with illegible signature ("lou"?) and "pres pere memo and put in file". This begins "kinda Received from Pt. Detrick" and covers 8/26/69 report. There is no memo of this, despite this directive to prepare one. 9/2/65 unsigned mamo of two helicopters. . 
9/21/65 typed, changed draft of letter to me from Blackmarr, Changs from WIf you have any questions please contact this office" to "do not hesitate to write to this office," 9/27/65~triple=spaced draft. Changes, ist par., "Efforts to vonfirm the information in these rts" has "the information in" deleted. Other minor changes. 1/ 16/65 unclear, om stampes/date) headed “SubjectsClaim of Harold mm & Lillian Websberg", signed Jabes I, Loane, Captain JAGC Acting Vhi » General Claims Branch," Reports con= Versation with MXSUGiEXETAIRAXERIES JAG 24 Anry, Van Voorhis “concerning the claim of Harold and Lillian Weisberg for $25,000 as well as the Litigation Division OLJAG file concerning related litigation", Says "forwarded herewith", 12/12/63 Van Yamee Voris to Lt. Col, Thompson, Chief Tort Claims Branch, Holabird, "Z am forwarding a memorandum for the record of my conversation with Mr, Weisberg." It 

  

 



    

      

    

   

  

   

  

    

        

  

     
    
       

  

   
     

   

    

    

    

Weisberg and relay then to Ege 2a iay, 4111—2201" followed’ 6634111 and apparently two extensions, 2201 and 4147 #8 Undated hand note headed"Martin(?} medical olaim" Follwing gre’ panes. and at Detrick bracketed and identified as "Wkiness" in left margin, let is "Dp. U.S.Public Health Service, Ft, Detrick", Néxt Capt Fissell and Lt. Col ay bracketed, "(Poultry)" after Biaseli, Jondludes with"Dr. HeM, Vewolt" and hie and extension. “ 
NS map of our location, 

9 pages undated, unsigne handwri co ' plus @other in ‘different hand ow in game hand. Begins with ref to bagor Praeman Ha, USAF snd then goes ints = 1-0 the damage done us, with names of wi tnes ‘868, apyarentl; from mee Looks somett ‘Mikes Chucala’s handwriting. His is preceedin,: signaturs, SE Unsigned basdpednt of apparent. helicopter posts or devoting tonsfiwes 2/24/65 C *s successor, Capt. Nick G. éegrea to Me re my. 2/8/65 to ~ trespasses: "We regret that these incidents are recurring despite our attenty them," 

Undated, unsigned hand note, henge Black caps "ULAINS" partly legible be written 
2/8/65 me to “hueala i " PUYPOSE. » «my wife ‘s headaches have redppeared, They. bad and elwost crigplite. in addition, both her sense of balance and mine have} invokved..." It is c1ear that medical or health things had been discussed 73 7/1/64 Chucala's * Subject? BR 25-25 Claim of Harold & ‘i lldan Wedsbeng*, to "ref erence Menor qandum of Opinion thig 

Js 

Jeg Clains, Holabird, 
tines, correspondence “from this office under dates 9 August 1963 ana 12 D eferredi:to in forw. rding letter from me. None of these are incluted heres ; 8 27/64, Hodge to Hise: DARE re my phones calls "re Helicopter * aseribes ny ceils as “nuisance culls", Par. 4 Sseys Blackmarr tage him fms told wie an to fell me "that there was a possibility of the 
the harrassment by telephone continue,” Eto! 6/24/642 Detrick Post Inspector Major Charleston's a "tibjecteticigemie and ws Hesead od se 
Weisberg...e"(We then bad no chickens. ) had been told "to check and see 3 ali done to sto Lite harressing phone calls of Hr, fafeld Weisberg." His a 3e"c. The Claims Officer, Bapt. Van Voris, went fara and oath ba on he could find nothing to substantiate the whwn Van V was there, 7/16/63 and "asked to pemium: sec could produce nothing.” There were 
Van Voris went through my files and took What affidavits moretlaims for us to fill out. 
concludes "and yet hs could produce no dead. chickens to 3: assuming he asked. Ever smell one? 
1/20/6384 Colonel heritt’. seme toe Colonel Blacknarr, Weisberg.” HARVEY-you hac perhaps better reed under 92 "for damage caused by Wilitary. aircraft opera .ae¢ s¢ think they may cite or seek ‘to’ Bvoke, Then 193 F Suse t 815 rebuttable presumption of liability.? 

WOTE THIS AMONG THE RECOMMENDATIONS: "3, What imediate injury or damage wag canged, 4. Whether they caused any delay { sic} or continuing damage,” ‘Harvey, note or sensksding ro Eien fi I leave you to ipatpete sf tak it is quite relevant to mY quotation 10/1/65 and to my representation of the purpose of the visite. from JAG 2d Army, 
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7/24/63 Two copies 4 page Van Voris "Subject AR 25-25 Claims of Harold & Lillian 

Weisberg, to Ciief Claims, Holabérd. Second has fifth page first does not haves 

P, 2, a, "Helicopter flights...are fairly frequent" and routed over our area, 

three years after decision! "There are a great many flights in the general vicinity 

of ‘claimant's farm." In g he says his “tnvestigatjon was inconclusive because claimants 

had no records to support their alleged loses. Personal observation, of course, revealed — 

nothingbecause the undersigned is not experienced in the operation of poultry farms." 

Note: I don + know whwther he inspected the flocks, but 1 am sure Zi Snvited him and he 

could not have avoided seeing very visible @amages if he had. If he did not look, what - 

the hell kind of “investigation” did he conduct? 4, recomnends disapproval because (in he 1) 

| "fhe claims are the direct result of a continuing series of dinoidents and are not, 

therefore, entitled to be treated as separate, distinct claimse® Pfitit! . 

In h 2 he says 1 "Zubmitted no evidence to substantiate his alleged losses", yet he did» 

not represent that to be his purpose to us and I did offer him everything in our files . 

he took only that which he wanted, I think my memo on this phould be read with cares 

fe then says "the undersigned does not dispute the fact that ove! s and-sonic booms 

pccurredeseduring the period in question" Head his 2 carefullye He quotes me as saying - 

I "felt the United States should engage poultry experts to provide this evidence". That 

ig not the case but it is close enough to validate what I say. We had an agreement at 

‘the Pentagon meeting that there would be impartial experts to assess the damage, lacking 

to an amicable settlement agreed to in principle. On this basie he recommends that 

"the claim should be disapproved in its entirely at the admindstrative bevel." Compare 

this with his bringout out and helping us fill out new claims!I think his (3) should be 

checked against the claims, for I am certain it is wrong, "Rleven of the claims submitted 

deal with losses sustained geior to July of 1961 and are therefore barred by the two 

year statute of limitakions. But his list of 5 enclosures tends to prove what I say, that 

I tumed him loose inmy file eabinet to select what he wanted and there is 3, #miscl. 

Statements & Affidavota". Obviously these are what he selected of my entire file when I 

turned him loge in it without supervision. These affidavits include “aowrm evidence that 

his reports says I did not provides Fifth page, above, error on my part. it ipn= 

1/1/64, Leahy to Army JAG returning file "as a matter notwithin the area of responsibility 

of tiis office and for referral to the proper agency of Second Aruy headquarters.” Noneof 5 atta 

1/1/64 Shicala to Clains, Holabird ref ot Van Voris Hemorandum of Opinion 7/24 

and subsequent correspkndence this office under dates 9 August 1963 abd 12 December 19636 

Check to see if included. Eeloses my 6/29/64 to ( hucalas | 

Someone clipped a new’ story, "Hens Mistake Helicépterd for Hawkes U.S. Pays" and sent to 

Blackmarr, Note to Linda added "for Weisberg filek to nose and return Captain Yan Voris” 

My 6/29/64 to Ghucala. Mark opposite my ref to Pentagon agreement. Myref to né more chickens — 

and to"continuing |xpsimim problem of their effect on out health, to ehich there should be 

numerous referenfes in your files." . 

12/14, 64 “hucala note of call from Hodge on helicoptérreported day before. 

12/30 64 ZePeKoch memo to Chuoala on Hodge's call on ny report of day beforee 

1/21/65 Unsigned handwritten, 2 pe. memo on call from Hodge after my report of Hai overflight. 

Bel #192~32147, "there were 3 helicpoters flying in that area”. 

2/3/65 Handwritten not: of call from Hodge, my report H-21 = 

3/4/65 Call from Hodge secretary, my report of very low overflight. 

Nee Hoch "*emorandum to Army Claims Officer", Detrick call on my reports 

mano conversation between Mrs. Hahn, Detrick, and 3 

marked (Noted Capt. 2 3/24/65". , ° ee Teeny eS eee SS eee 

4/2065, typed note from Den to Nick on the owner of a chicken farm reporting H-21 

4/26/65 Detrick's call reporting Major Smith, White House, confirmed one of theirs and 

ny offer of film of last four "Snci dents". 

5/20/65 Detrick call on “41's call of low double-rotors 

6/15/65 on form AR 340-15, of four reports from Leerick, June 2,4,10,15 and efforts to - 

identify 24 Army Flight Det.;iith Armored fav; Base Operations, ete. Only the wrong places! 

when they do checks One actually said what is false and records will show to be false, that 
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. ‘the helicopter probably belonged to a civilian approximately 5 nidie. north of Weisberg 
farm", I knew all my hbeighbors and none had a helicopter, as FAA records will show. They 

aid check Davi » which is Belvoir, and got a negative, page 2.. 

6/4/65 report of 6/2 from Detrick, with hand note similar of oS a adaed 
6/8/65, from Detriék, my report 
6/10/65, from Detriok, my reports 
6/11/65, from Yetrick, my day before call, very low, OD 
12/15/64 2 pp Chucala handwritten “Investigation to détermine Ldonthay of helicopter 
overflight 10 Dec 64 1627 hours3 b) 14 December 64 1713 hours." He seems to have 

selected one I reported witn pontons to call all around and find none of. bases had one with 

pontons instead of looking for transient or asking about and I have yet to see any single 

record of anyone doing what I askeds use radio, In every case,. Lamost, I reported in tine 

for Detrick/East Uoast Relay to contact directly. They have elaborate radio installations, 
So, Chucala concludes can t be identified (not that didn't happen)s 
9/10/64 typed memo on fort to Blackmarr on call from Hodge, mya identification of aim 
sea rescue helicopter, a hours. 
9/10/64,1500 hours, 2 pp “hucala handwritten "Action after report low-lying helicopter." 
He calls the same people and never asks one if they have special air~sea rescue maricings 

or known of any transients. I got this identification from identification pictures given. 

me or from Frederick comercial field, something like that. My report quoted is silver: 

with orange trim, no request for such identification, if asked. — 
12/12/63, Van Voris MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD. A self-serving record of his call to me about 
an overflight two days earlier. He says he didn't come because I said, two days later, 

"there would be nothing to observe or record". That could have been true of any attempt 

to isolate anything from that particular flight, but not in general, for there never 

was a tine when damage was not visible. He does say we offered them pictures mikmkagax 

ee the relationship of that flight and the house. 

15, ZeP.Koch to Chucala on Detrick's reporting my report night beofre, 600-750 feet. 
5 26/64, Chucala, handwritten, saying that on that date when he and Blackmarr left ows 
place they ent to Yetrick and told Hodge to accept my calls. a 
8/26/64, Chucala 1 p hand memg.75 words approx. Reports somewhat exaggerated representa- 
tion of what he says I said, but include my displaying tapes regordings and film and 
affidavits. 
1/24/63 anouther copy Van Voris report, none of attachments included. 
8/3/63, my letter to Van Voris. I open by reminding him of his asking if I'd settle under 
an eminentpdomah principle, telling him what I have to do to be able operate, how I have 
to plan, about sonic booms, tell him I have to cancel orders (very illegible copy). Quite 
the contrary of his representation that I offered no proof, this reports on the probaias — 
of computing because of the avrious means that oan be used, says that just yesterday 
teo members of the Agricuktrual Eoonomics facylty at the Univ of Md had been with me to 
do this, etce I then refer to the original agreement, that we get together with experts 
on this, so we can eliminate problems of computation. Report damage to equipment about 
which something has to be done if I am to use. I want to be sure thatbwe agree that 
we are going to try to agree after which I will be better able to proceed, This reflects 

that I did tell the truth and that there was a purpose in his comings This file has no 

copy of any answer but it does hold other letters from net 

7/19/63. I had called him to raise questions about how to proceed with computations but 

he was not in and didn't return call. “What can we do about those laying flocks damaged 

but still alive and on the premises?” (Compare this with his report and his failure to 
oe or deny this letter/offer to see? I send him "copies of these claims" of earlier ~‘ - 

E18. me to Van Voris reporting ,1 have no copy of a chain I had discussed with hims ro 
es. waa to me (ony this one letter in file and none of mine! ~~ 

/63, Van Voris meno to chief Army Glains forwarding ny 7/27 and §/8 letters and saying » 
only that "Capte Van Voris does not recall any conversations with respect to recovery - 

under eminent domain", None of the rest is denied, this is not really denied, and my Sy 

letter shows I did not talk about settling the claims uider eminent domain but for the 
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12/11/63 Cole Krysakowski, AF JAG, to Lt. Col. Thompson, Army Clains. Transmits sonio~ 
boom claim, asks return, Enclosures follow: a 

1/21/63, Powers, attorney Advisor Memo for the Records Refers to me, when I had filed but 
one such claim, as "this perennial claimait", re. 
"Lt. Col. Yandala,AFCJA-15, advised that they had a file on him which is classified under 

' Miscellaneous. " ED Ges er? mk Sy *** Harvey, unless this turns up in what follows, I think it might be worth asking 
for tids so-called miscellany. Why they shouldzhave gny kind of file on me outaide the 
file on the claim is not readily apparent 

“and Walter Morse considers him a orackpot..o” perhaps we will Have to confront . . 
this. I doubt Morse said it and I'm sure it is contrary to what he told others and Reo 
10/20/61 Iiiegible copy my letter to Col. Butt. Note someone added check after my conuent 
that Al behavior was "shameful", I doubt this could. be disputed, were there any point. I 
note it because it is but one wm of a series of things in these files designed to © : prejudice. Although the original claim had been rejected, this has a hand note added $250.15 award (sonic)", . 
10/17/2361 Butt to me. Harvey, note this carries my claim file as AFCJA - 13, not the. 15 noted above. The "miscellaneous" file on me is, therefore, apparently a separate one. Th re is no reference to any 14. Should we assume this also relates to me and ask for it? Butt says what they h d earlier told me, that this was the final administrative action possible. As it was wrong before, I am sure it was in this case, tooe Copies indicated, to files of Lt. Heimert, Maj. Lowery, Col. Butts Have they gives’ us those files? Ask | Better why not? 

23 Cr 28 Hay 1961 (il2eg) Navy Captain Stearns, Director, litigations and Claims, JAG, to Orrick, Assistant AG, DJ. Attn Russell Chapin (do we want those files, too?)Tne DJ file aesignation is included but is illegible. 7 Stearns says quite the opposite of what the Army argued. It would be good to know if he was th: Navy's JAG representative at the first. Pentagon meeting when we agreed to use the ‘ilitary Claims Act. He says of the decision,"would be properly cognizable under the “litart;Claims Act (10 USC 2733) it is felt they are not actionable under the Federal Tort Claims Act..olf they are, Mr. Weisberg could annually vex the Government 
with a similar suites.” 

: Appt i am damaged, a court so rules, there is no denial of the damage or the cause, ah this cat says 1°1] be "vexinz" them? Would Thomsen ap reciate this? If 50, consider the part where he says, despite the decision, "pilots have mmnods nowhare else to look — but to 2saHODGHROROEGXFederal standards to govern their flight conduct." And do they not also have regulations to which to "Look't? Cpuld they not issue new ones, as they did? Anything but end the tort! He has comments attached 5 pages. +t like his letter 4<¥. have underlining added before xeroxing, 1 think you should note the quote above is marked, "Comments on decision of Judge Thomsen..." 
Vpens by questioning whether state law can protect us, foliows with lengthy quote. 

Admission that sirens also frighten marked in margins 
Bottom page 2 he interprets Maryland law to presume liability and says this can be overcome (only?) "by a showing that the injury was not caused by negligent operationese” He refers to "prima facie” liability under the Marylund statute.Somebody marked “"pre=. - sumption of liability" twiee, underlining and arrow. 
Page 4, his coiment on the Tucker Act seems interesting but is iliegible. I think it may say that wifh greater frequency there way have been a taking, He notes that Thomsen also aat in the Numally case. This part also is marked. oe 
1 find it interesting that he argues overflights are "innocent" whereas his own 

Nav¥'s regulations prohibit overflights. Noted in case we have Navy people to confront 
or the validity of legal arguments to assess. . 3 

Conclusions cpntrary to Tnomsen's decision, they have no liability. 
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: 4/20/61.Ne Crook's Memo For Record with two ¢lips of award, ref to sonic=boom claim status and inaccurate citation of decision, Cxaggerating what Thomsen said of MG», and underlining it alone. Aan , 
4/17/61 my letter to Col Bauer, response to his 3/31, : . Harvey? on proof they had for this Claim and for the case, I cite South Dakota State Univ Bvidence that after pverlights there was a drop of almost half in production, Tiis es underlined. It also shows that two-thirds of the reduction was never regained, + have this, unless Rauh & Silard dce Or unless you took it. I also refer them to. actual ,examinations of the non-laying chickens by. the State vet. I offer them all the info I have. The parts of the Photocopies of the Univ report that are marked are illegible in this reproduction, One of the excerpts is not included here but is described in the letter, 

Tllegible, undated note, part shorthand, Hyattstown, lid and helicopters written out, 3/31/61, a first lieutenant, Air Force (NOT Jac), Heimert, to Secretary, on my sonio~ boom claim, with u sentence added by Bauer. 
Harvey, they are using 10 USC 2753, Military Claims Acts Means both AF and Navy dia byt Army argues it couldn +t, 
20 is a lie, Dover AFB had initially confirmed, not denied, and was quoted in the - Leno papers Wy sources They had admitted to me and accepted khe clain from me. Because © this is a deliberate lie to the highereups and is typical of what Causes the present — situation, as it did all our problems, I ask you to note the attached handwritten , note, both parts, The first says, "You know how I feel about paying anything” and the second asks if someone else shouldn't sign, appears to be SAF, or Secretary Air Force? Someone has wor written "Ho!", Or, it is clear they do not adjudicate, do not consider evidence, have no intention of either, and ali this is hidden. I+ is not in what was sent to the Secretary. 

308 is likewise deception. Even if thc storm could have caused damage, as it never did, the boom wag first. It acknowledges that chickens could have broken steel equipment, an. they ofter to pay for it, Ir you compare this listing fron my claim, you'll Pind it is precisely what they offer to pay except for one, the largest item, lost egg production, which is on next page. . 
BO 4. the argument is irrelevant because there is no comparison between imnuature puliets and laying hens, because there is nothing to indicate the magnitude or the cause of the fright referred to, and because it is, from the material I sent them, false. The real fact is that no expert could say there gould have been all the damage admitted with none on the laying capacity. The cited opinion of the AF vet could not have been more irwelevant because it refers to chickens already laying and is of dubious basis in any event. Kiki 

2/9/61 Wright-Patterson JAG to HQ USa¥. Note tiat 2 says they lied in denying the beom accured. They knew ‘they lied and yet acted based on the known lie. So, in 3, they wwitch to whether the boom was "the proximate cause", 
4g to damage, note this language in 33 
"It could unquestionably result from an isolated low level fly over." I think this, in general, is all the proof we need in the other cases, if not also in this, I am gping into this to give you a case in points On the one fhand they acknowledge all the damages I allege except loss in production, including losses in chicksas, =xk yet to strain for a basis to refuse paying the claim, they argue "the lack of eWiderce of a severe "pile up’ among the flock." This notwithstanding admitted losses in tive te ks for which, in their anendment, the agree to pay! This gets really crazy in the allegation that the ii chick were sick with - bronchitis, which they never had, s Sea SL Sa Wi} Moreover, I have already cited the letter reporting repeated examinations by the state vet showed no sickness of any kind and I never alleged they had bronchitis or had it as a result of the boom, 
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The most casual examination of this file will show that a ‘small fortune was spent to avoid paying a modest, legitimate claim. The reason is in the note marked in red on the preceding page, they take a policy position to pay no claims, law or no law, damage or no damage. The hell with everybody. Iam recording this because I think it is the kind of thing Lewin can use with some effect in court, 
What is reglly incredible, except for the factothat they never expected anyone except a lawyer who had no basis for disagreeing, is “we subeit that the virus in Glaimint's flock existed independently of any flight whatsoever." This is superficially. reasonable. But there was no virus in the flock and I made 0. claim for virus, They | then go farthur and say it “was induced by the innoculation of ‘defective vaccine er c BETH R ETA X BRAT 43 XE) (ERSKEMBRR EAT HEX SE AS ¢. 6 : a 
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How could they simultaneously, here in De, hold there was no death attributable to the boom and yet offer to pay for deaths in five flocky#f as they later did? a § makes it clear they lied to Marsh or lied about what he said.The clain was not made for chickens in production, already damaged by helicopters, No’ can it be true — that "The best “hio farms have produced only at a rate of approximately 80% at peak production." I note this also because it gives another facet to the horrible example I . have in mind. Production records proving the falsity of the allegation are limitiess, ° 

1/26/61, Col Lee, Staff JAG, Middletom Air Material Area enclosing file an claim and saying attached copy to Yover AFB, Not included, . 88 
2/3/61, My letter to Butts, in response to his of 1/31/61, His is not here but is much farthur down in the file. 4e says there was "careful investigation" and that "investigation" eoe"established " no AF plane "in the area at the time alleged". The 2/9/61 letter cited | above ig proof that this a a lie and a deliberate lie. Ba sat ° oo 
12/15/60 to AF Secretary after Lee's, which is lower in the file. It yotes to him that there were “laboratory analyses by competent state authorities, complete even to the | point of the making of cultures from brain thisue, showed no infection", whereas Lee haa said they were "infected", , 
7/4/60 Six pages on form Report of Claims Officer. It cites as proof no boom, first page, Exhibit G, which letter of 2/9/61 said is false. Item 9 says these pullets had "that day received certain shots". This was false. They were not injected, 11B may be of later interest as a basis on which they act. “e says there is no damage from a sonic boom, if there had been one, because "It is ny understanding that prior tests in this area have failed to show any appreciable ef: ects on production." I submitted evidence, mentioned and listed, yet on the basbs or an erroneeus “my understanding" he rejects a claim? If a lieutenant, to whom this was later assigned (letter 2/9/61) going to calla Major, Percival B, Hamilton, who wrote this, a lier and an incompetent and an unlawyerly lawyer? 

5/6/60, my letter To Captain Robinson, Dover AFB JAG, the claim. This letter cites the negative medical history, never any "infection", “has never been any disease among them", with actual, repeated state diagnostic tests as basis, yet this gets twisted inte the theorizing as in the Lee letter of "infected" and is described as a "careful" investigation! 1 cite the next flock as comparison, quote my records that thay peaked at 96%, and without examination of the actual records, they present to hugher authority the alleged opinion of Marsh cited above. In additian to the statements I filed, I refer to other, consulted authorities the file indicates were never consulted by the AF, Attached are Post clipping on the boom, some of our literature, including a newspaper accowt of a poultry proceeding featuring some of our record-breaking productivity, for that era fantastic growth, Situ 3 lbs of weight at 7 week, 
Among the evidence submitted and ignored is that of the claims office of my insurer, attesting to “irreparable damage” from a boom and "iteppears that your claim is a 
modest one" from his knowledge of my operation, ‘ 
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~ 6/10/60. Disposition form, to base vet. This form is incomplete, so what base is not. indicated and the answers are incomplete, ending in an incomplete sentence. Because of what he actually says and the misrepresentation of it by others afterward, I think we should ask for the entire thinge!rom the language I will quote, I think you will agree that if the omission is accidental, it in a remarkable accident. In what follows, I will add emphasis, 

es "1. Request your professional opinion to [sie] the follawing questions: ae Could the injection of Aive virus vaccine Cause the results alleged in the: attached letter? De be If the answer to the above is negative, chuld the 
tat BS. We Cee eet ta CPO Ss 2 > 
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as alleged eat? "20 ke Hequest any other additional information you can. furnish. concerning There was HBO PRQRLG AA lieged ea ea individual handling and extra stresses, It was not as assumed, a live—virus vaccine, but as my claim clearly shows, soething much different, an "atienuated liveOvirus vaccine". This means it was weakened, diluted. "Contamination" is carefully controlled by the government. All yaocine was licensed and. produced under supervised conditions that made this a frivolity. Besides, there was an: exceptionally clear medical record on this particular flocks no’ sickness, no infection, and tests so fine they included even brain~tissue cultures and Btudies. The State wag | baffled and went to this extra trouble. The physical health record was exceptional, that good, 

be . So, an entirely irrelevant situation is presented, factually incorrect to boot. The answers? 
to The worst that could be expected is "It is possible to got © pild respiratory. Siptoms after vaccination,.c." and when this guy is stretching to make it possible to allege what is later alieged, the most he says is that "it is Ressible to get the averse results...allegedly blamed on the sonic boom if cats is not taken in the choice of vaccine and in the methed of application.” . “Mild respiratory symptoms” fives month -before production are here, meaning in relation to the claim, irrelevant, Some vaccines are supposed to have this result, The symptoms, meaning sniffling, as toom fron a cold, in the absange of @ disease, can indicate RO more than that the vaccine "took", You should realize that in all of this they never asked and didn't ever know what vaecine I used.MY claim makes repeated and suecesaful use, with no adverse result ever, clear, And I, of course, was nt the only user, This in itself takes care of the hedging,"if care is not taken in the ehplee of the vaccine", Actually, I used only a mild one. But nowhere is "the results Alleged" indicated or described. I claimed deaths fyom trampling. From the vaccine? Physical inability to lay eggse Thatbis something I don ¢ believe was ever attributed ‘to a Vaccine, es not so long later, "Care" can&t refer to a federaliy-licensed and Sale-licensed, approved vaccine, espe”‘ally not an attenuated one. "Nethod of application"? Note they gays it was injected, it '“. Without checking records I oan’t be sure, but I am certain it was in liq. fox ‘op in a nostril or more likely, merely in the drinking water. So, "method of up plic also is out, irrelevant, THig would be true even if I had injected, for the var ald have run out if I'd speck administered too much, It came in measured quantities 

_ =f * a In 2 he says he can't 1... answert"It is necessary to know what vaccine was smut used and the method of application before I can determine if the vaccination caused his troubles." They never asked, as this file in itself proves. Instead thay misrepresented this opinion, never dreaming we would ever see it. “Also, I gust know whether any other diseases were vaecinated against at the same time." For your information, the answer is "no". But again, I was never asked. 
"3e Excluding vaccination there is the possibility that these binds were coming down with “nfectious Bronchitise.." Not only never asked, but the record submitted is coytrary: no sickness of any kind-ever-State lab certified, "4. I must agree thyt it is possible for chickens to be frightened to the point 

iy



of slef-destruction, that eggs may not hatch and that egg production will be", “ere it all endse “everdless of what may follow, and I'd sure like to have it for the major issues, it is clear that he is saying that my claim may be valid and probably is #1th a@ sonic boon. 
OS 

if you or Mr. Lewin will examine the representations of this, based on which lawyers and higher authority acted, you will see it is, at best, not faithful, Lt is regliy, I. think, deliberate deception. The evidence I submitted is not only not refuted, 1+ ign's - even addressed, The answer, of course, is in the handwritten note, that as a matter of policy they will not pay damages because they prefer the fiction that there are NGHEe 
Und, ted, incomplete copy of what is not the eriginal of the first page of my claim, 
1/26/61, Col Lee, Staff JaG, to Dover AFB ar to MAJ Claim. It attacts attention to what has been underscored in red in ny letter, impossible to isolate in the xercx, and asks for "information regarding claimant's statement". Preceeding this in file, I recall nothing that could be the response Nothing adufessed to Lee, In 2 theyalmost demand a statement that my allegation be denied when in fact it was true. 
1/31/61, tet Lieutenant lieimert, AF Hq, to Secretary (really!) Air Force afi'imming the porrectness of all the falsehood, concluding "It is recomended that the ap eal be denied.” yy, this tine the falsehood was imown, and it tas admitted in duatter of days, in the Yotter of 2/9/61 above, Butt affirmed the same day, next page. That is pretty fast. Hiemert writes his letter 1/31 and the sane day Butt sayseand this is complete = "The appeal of Harold Weisberg has been presented to the Secretary of the Air Force under the provisions of 10 U.S.C. 2733 and has been denied," I had no ldea the letters got. written so early in the morning and that the Secretary of the Air Force had nothing else to do so he could read, deliberate anjact on this thick filc, with enoygh tine left for the shufiling papers to get back to Butt through the regular mail or by messenger with enough time left for him to make a recorde-all in a single day!And still have tine to write me the same day, which is what follovss 
1/31/61, Butt to me. ‘this is the lettern! skipped to refer to earlier. Kemember, Harvey, the date is stamped on this. “his means it was both dictated and typed = all in that one day, 1/51/61. Guess the entire Air Force did nothing else that dag? It is the letter flasely saying their investigation shows no sonic boom when it did, 1¢ also falsely says it is the final administrative action, sdon enough proven by them to — be false. (Next is a duplicate. of Hiemert's of 1/31/61 above, also stamp dated 1/31/61. When you consides that Heimert vas at Vinstead base, which is near Harrisburg, it is 

Frederick V. Miller, ist Lt. ana a vet, the conclusion of something else, probably the incomplete 6/10/60 Disposition Form, if 80, something is still missing. Tt seems to say that egg production could be"decreased from a loud noice". It geome to pretend that once they forget about th: noise, all is the sano with the chickens, something chickens never learned and he surely didnt from experience. He goes into what we never had, like “thunderstorm loses", makes new ones not claimed for up,"suspended incubation trouble", Even J can't guess what that one is!, And I cankc some guessing, too! 
6/29/60 A t/Sgt says he was told there was no beom. <reat preof! 

re 6/10/60 Dover AFBase, which confirmed the boom, asking Fort “ee Air Defense Sector if there was one and gets the 7/1/60 answer "This headquarters has no record of any ‘sonic booms’ on May 22 May 1959", Considering that they were farthur away than a boom can carry, little wonder! 

7/6/60 apparent forwarding of foregoing te Dover from unidentified Captain Grahl, but it says it is "concerning the sonic boom on May 22 May 1959 near Hyattstowm, Macyland", which is something less than a denial of it! 

6/29/60, Grahl at Dever to Andrews, igaus transferring the claim to them, Same date, Grahl to me nothfying me of the tranafer to Andrews. is
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11/16/60, Lee to me, denying claim, the "infected" letter. Says it is."final and cone 
clusive". Is it necessarytito deceive and to lie to a cliamant t is way? 1t was naything. 
but final and conclusive, as he admits, for I could appeal. (duplicated several later) 

11/16/60, Lee to Andrews. This long befere I received any refusal, he says, in what it 
was never expected would be seen,"ample evidence appears in the file to support the 
allegation that a bbém did occur ( see newspaper clipping, Exhibit B)" So, they lied, 

to me and to all higher authority, including, apparently, the Secretary. Even the . 
elipping, part or all of the "ample evidence”, I supplied, from the “brary of Congress. 

"It is readily admitted that sudden loud noises do frighten fowl of all ages, sometimes 
eausing them to crowd..omany are suffocated....$he statement fpom the Veterinarian 
(Exhibit F) indicates that fright from loud noises may mauxextion result in the decrease 
of egg production, and eggs which will not hatch..." . 

Here is where he makes it up, their being lab reports,"It is also possible that this. 
particular gum group of chicks were already infected..." It is not that I had net 
addressed this, I had, at the outset, in person and in writing, If they doubted, they 
did not ask. Instead they fabricated. 

He makes up another one. Where the eggs being set upon by waterfowl were broken or. 
the fowl were so frightened they abandoned the nest, he says "it is alleged that the 

waterfowl eggs did not hatchose" : 
"Chickens are known to be, by nature, rather nervous animals, readily panicked by 

sudden noises." Ours were never, ever, bothered by thunderstorms, which is part of their 
normal lives, that to which, genetically, they are adjusted. So,.he blamed it all on them 

and wild animals! inside such tight, closed houses as we had:"Thunderstorms, the presence — 
of wild animals, and other similar occurrences can result in trouble for the poultryman 
and the incidenee of such hazard is high". No doubt why we never had it? "It would be | 
extremely unfair t@ conclude that claimant's damage arose fmm froma possible sonic 
booms.” 

All this stuff about how easily chickens are frightened and damaged by the fright Sx 
is not what they have steadfastly pretended, not is it what they told Thomsen in the trial. 

7/8/60 Claims Office Major Hamilton, Andrgvs, to hief Claims USAF. His recapitulation 
of "5. FACTS" is less than thate @ doesn % even Goncede that the Post printed the story 
("an e allegedly appearing in the 23 May 1959 Washington Post) with a copy in hand, 
from the “ibrary of Congress! 

While they knew there had been a boom, "ample evidence” being their own desoription, | 
they resort to the lack of knowledge alleged to a base more than 100 miles away to say 

that base alone "had no record of any spnic boom on 22 May 1959". 
He then refers to the then pending suit. What he does not say is that in making 

this claim, I had told Dover AFB about that and had been careful to omit any loss in 
production to any other flock in this clpin. 1+ is 100% limited to the loss to this flock, 
Olily chickens immediate damaged are inclded in chickens, When these are for a# little 
as less than $9.00 for a flock, can it be that I was cheating? Fer so small a sun? 

Under"@itation of Authorities", bo, he really stretches, using failure to damage a 
brick wall as a comparison and that not from a legal or scientific source but from an — 
Air Force propaganda sheet I have, a public-relations dishonesty not uncommon and amply 
disproved since, Harvey: the government has outlawed sonic booms anywhere over US land, 

Although the boom was confirmed, he pretends again that it was not and says "it 

is my opinion that ‘ee be rejected on thig basis.” 
He winds up by word for word, the. >uly language of another in this 

file, the previously-quoted answer to 11B in the 7/4/60 claims report quoted above. 
(This memo is repeated below in a pink copy.) (Am incomplete copy of my 12/13/60 to 
Air Secretary kere, with notation original and two copies to Sol, lee.) 

8/9/60 Colonel Averbuck (the guy who exaggerated and misrepresented the decision later) 
to AFCJA-13, in connection with this claim, 2B Subject: 0.K.Farm v. United States, Several 
unclear documents follow. 
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This makes repeated complaints and the legitimacy of the complaint of ‘low-level flights 

clear (but they are ‘authorised’, as thpugh that eliminated damage!) While a colonel 
actually saw low-level flights, they use the same device they did with me, asking other 
basese Even then they admit tha& low-flying planes were observed by others nearby. This 
is by now redundant, but I repeat as evidence of their certain kmowledge in these matters 

"The Chief of the Veterinary Group...fumished a statement...thst premature moulting 
and impaired egg lating is possible as a result of infrequent noise..." This is added 
to by another AF vet, who asys in addition that the noise may ruin a flock (attach 14, 
which may er may not be here. ) 

Next to the last page quotes this language from a Texas case, Miller 

278 SW 2d 385,1954, "where physical injury results from a fright or other mental shock 
caused by the wrongful act or omission of another, the injured party is entitled to 
recover his demages, provided the act or omission is the proximate cause of the injury 
and the injury ought, in the light of all the circumstences, to have been forseen as a 
natural and probable muausm consequence thereof...." Here the AF itself adds that inpuey 
was pope and that "an unauthorized low flight would be negligent". 
7/8/60 O,K.Farm v U.S. “Information on the effects of high intensitxes of sound on 
poultry is lacking", the base and area veterinarian Major J.D.McCullough says. 

"The only scientific work located" was the Stadleman report. It used. tape-recorded 

sound, fairly continuously when it was played back. It was for broilers. At the beginning 
31 days of age, Sckinexresetimmonaxurinkenttz "they reacted violently". At 45 days "there 
was still some crowding." Decible level 20 lower at far end of pen used. Its conclusions | 
include "loss...more likely to occur from an isolated, low-level fly—over than from 

continuous noises." It expects effects from "shadow or other conditions" with the reality 
rather than tape recording. This recaps says nothing about mortality. It nonetheless 

concludes that such a "stress factor" or "annoyance" might be the one thatxemuchix 
"#411 send the chickens imto a slump when added to other stresses". This is to say the 
chickens are getting along o.ke with the other stresses normal to their lives, but this 
one can tip the balance and throw them into "a slump", in egg production. It is specific 
in decsribing "Unusual noise that explodes into wxcfkemwk the flock into panic might be 
such a stress." This also is what 1 alieged in the ean and | L ey accepted the fright 

and considerable damage as realities. 

6/12/59 Kelly AFBase Request for information from Texas A & M Poultry Vept. Danage 
Claim from hatching-egg producer for meat chickens from sonic boom by two planes. 
Harvey, meate-strain chickens are emotionally more stable. While only four birds were 
smothered, a premature moult was caused, in early summer, which would be quite early. 
Production dropped so much the entire flock of 1,000 was sold although ta was obly a 
little over a yxar old or at what would have been its laying primes Quisenberry, head 
of poultry department, says the stress from the bokm could have caused the moult. 

The panic would have caused a drop in egg production. 

This is restricted to meat—type layers. What it says that is relevent supports me. 

7/29/60 Col. Lowre, USsAF Claims, JAG, to Hiddletowm, Olmsted AFB. re my claim, tranamitted 
for disposition. 
6/12/60, Major Jacobson, Staff JAG to “hiet Claius, USAF JAG saying my claim is attached 
(it isn't here), reporting pending suit. First endorsement, same date, by A’erbuck. He 
reports informing Armp which "feels 2 that "it has nothing in common or pertinent to 

Mr, Weisberg's suit." Averbuek concurs that claim is separate and should be handled that waye 

Undated “emo on low=flying helicopters by Major W.W.Tomlinson, Office Secretary Air Force. 
It opens by describing me as "a wealthy gentleman chicken farmer who owns a farm on th- 

direct helicopter route from the White House to Camp David and Gettysburg" (Haver 7 
hower's farm at Gettysburg.) 

It identifies blue as Air Force helicopter colors 

7/20/60 Butt to Tax and Litigation Division asking if he can proceed to sett « 

7/8/60 Hamilton memo for chief claims, duplicate of above, Attached are clain . 
ieeiee ars aa above, if, duplicate, both pis less clears End this file.
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Unidentitied file that starts as though 1t 1s Leany's pee i ( 

2/7/68 Cpt. Povney's aemo on suit, on how long flight plans are — and where and 

says all area pilots know farm and problem. There is an appended hand note signed RLP . 

2/1/68, telecon w/ Burdick, giving strange concept "damage criteria" considering: regula~ 

tions, decision, etc. "depend on whether area is cohgested", saying Tif plane is over 

% 500° no damage revovery allowed. For helicopters, they awe allowed. to fly as low as. 

possible w/o causing damage". Adds, "Burdick may want us to act as coordinator for 

services in this case. Will postpone that decision. If we accept; on request from VGL, we. 

will have to find a “chicken expert" In all those years the services had made no effort _ 

to find out what happens to chickens after what I reported in overt lights and CAMAEORy 

so long afte? i filed claims, after the first suit? . 

5/6/68 Capt. Burtis, Army Claims to chief. Litigation Division, OTJAG : sagytine it encloses - 
"the clain of Harold Eeisberg who recently | sim] filed an action in U.S. District Court" 
and that "The file contains all the evidence obtained from every source which is in the 

possession of this office." It will be interesting to see what "all the evidence" is. . 

1/3/64 Taft&s letter to Leahy charging alterations in tymmmr transcript of 3/10/64 
meeting and saying#it had been agreed “you would have to Hold off administrative action. 

with respect to the claims mismpt alreaoy filed." Leahy's response is not next in the files | 
He has annotated it: "Heartening News! L", This, I think, bears on the note I made 

earlier that instead of settling this matter as had been agrged and trying to end the 
problem the military had determined to use me te undo Judge. “nomsen' s decision, which way 
@idn’t like and about which they had cracks to makes 

Bearing on the running of the statute, this hand note at potton oi first pages 

"Suspend Pale to 1 Jan 66" and "File" 
Can they have agreed to this and now alleged the running of the statute? 

1/1/64, Leahy to Clains, iolabird and Staff JaG, Hg, Second Army, returning "enclosed 
correspondcuce in conicction with the reporting by Mr. old Weisberg of alleged 
violations of regulations by helicopters..enot within the Pebponsibili tims of this 

office” but is Second Arny’se . 

1 July 64 so pale as to be illegible, “hucala to Leahy's office. It says thekr correspondence — 
on this matter begins, as best I can make it out, Juk 28, 1958 and refers to their 
correspond..nce of August 1963 and December 483% 1963. We, % erefore, shouli have their 
files going back at least to 1958. 

It forwards my attached letter. My letter is not atiuched here. 

1/6/64 Leahy to me, almost illegible, it is copled so pale. A note at the bottem of the 
first page secms to read "Suspend", Wheras he concludes this by asking that I “henceforth 

direct all communications concerning your existing claims to this office", he told 2a Army 
something different 7/7/64, aboveo 

Apparently undated Disposition form meno, four pages, by Leahy, to General Koberts. Subject 

is "Jurisdiction of the Department of the Army to Consider the Claims of Herold and Lillian 

Weisberg’. Now this is between January and April 1964 items in this file. If it is not 

until that late date that Leahy addresses "jusisdiction", what avout the agreement between 

the services, independnt of me, that the Army would take ans for all, made et 

two years earlier? 2 ve TER Neng cl peg heme Pb 

Note "consider", odd usage at that late date, it secms +0 lee 

Opening, we are "Aepetetens of a de luxe poultry farm". They therefore should not 

contest out*claim to such a quality. His interpretation of 22 claims is that they allege 

"Damage to us and to our poultry by military aircraft" going back to January 1959 to the 

present, i,¢, on or about 22 Yuly 1963." 
It is my recollection that we went back only two years from the date of the Pentagon 

meeting of 1962 op the date of filing, merely a day or two later, not to January 19590 

However, I also note that he fixes this date in case it later has significance. 

He egpmeludes this paragraph, "The claimants imum failed to submit any adequate proof , 
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to substantiate their claims." o 
“o matter how one interprets his words “any adequate proof" or what he may havo ‘had 

in mind in alecting these words, they have to be both dishonest and designed to misinform 
the top brass. This was addressed to a general. : “ae 

Figst, there was an agreement with the Army and the other services to negotiate these 

matters, to reach an amicable settlement with inpartial experts agreed upon to assess the 
umadamage, and then there was proof submitted, described as more than cnough by the JAG 
officer who selected what he wanted. l:addition, there were the regular instalments of 
the logs that I gave the govermment, in addition to the contemporaneous reportings of — 
the overflights. And the government's own files show there were overflights, as the 
regulations: put into effect show their recognition of the damage they were inflicting. 

“y this time Leahy had proof of everything except the amount of damage. This 
included the mest detailed reportings of thé overflights and proof that they had occurred, 

proof of damage by many eyewitnesses and the proffer of other proof, some supplied, like 
pictures. 1 had: even taken injured c ickens to th: Pentagon almost two years earlier, 

I don’t think there can be any reasonable contesting of anything except the sums, 

and they were not only agreed upon as jart of the projected amicable agreement, but in 
some cases ware inserted by Army JAG itself, I left the sums blank so they could be 
filled in later as we agreed upon them. Colonel Taylor put them in in the first instance 
and Captain VanVoris directed +41 to later. 7 : 

Harvey, I note the above as reflecting on Leahy's purposes: and intent, his determination 
to prevent the agreement we had agreed to seek - 1 had beund myself, in effect, to agreé 
to the arbitration of the experts on this — really as what seems to be clear throughout 
these files, a determination not to pay any claims for any damages by aviation, the 
determination to pretend the fiction that there is never any ‘damage from aviation, and 

to force this thing into court so they could overturn Judge Thomsen, using us as their . 
guinea. pigs. Under some circumstances, this might be aeceptable legal procedure, but I 
don t think it can be so considered whcn there is un agreement directed by the Secretary 

of Defense to eliminate the damages anc the need for going to court. 

Where I say above that Leahy had everything, I meen the Government had enough, What 

Leahy had I have no uay of knowing except frou this filee tie may not have been given al.. 

the affidavits VanV took, the logs or the pictures. A hasty skimniny of this fiie. so indie 

cates. Yet at the begimung, 5/6/68, his Gaptain burtis refers to its huving “ali te 
evidence obtained from every source’. Claims knew of the things mentioned directly: above, 

so if they did not have them, they also knew they were in th - govermaent’s possession and 

didn't want themo ew. 

he conclusion of his Paragraph. 2 ¥ directly op osed to the Pentagon agreement and 

he also knew it, as the Army had bee: part of it. sven Army JAG inserted the sims. 

In 3 a he describes the Thomsen decision as "Hroperly predicated" under narylund 

lawe In quoting the Maryland statute he has underlined as follows:"is prina faujc Linkks 

liable fur injuries to perrons or property on th» Landeeo” He underlines this agate on 

the next page, Under Jurisdiction of the Anny. . 

I think you should: note his quotution of thic statute there. it bears on the govertre 

ments interrogatories. It actusliy sid the government is liable if they are only din 

part responsible. Tjis addresses all clains to sickness, ete., #s they alleged in the 

single sonie-boom claim, where it wasn t so in any evente io. _ 

He then quotes Section 8 of the Narylind Code that, in readings I think can bo ft airly 

interpreted as significant inthe personal—injury part of our claim, espe after the first 

suit?™eecas tox be iminently dangerous to persous or proper ooo” his Gloarly does not 

mean only by the airplane erashing and smashing us up in the crash. It isin terms of a 

completed overflignt, not a erash. How except as I have alleged ean such a flight in the 

language of this law be "inminently dangerous" if physical contact is precluded by the 

Inaguage of the Lan? 5 z 

“In the face of his om interprepation of the law and the decision in the next paras 

graph,"prima facie liability", I fail to see how he could in good faith have decided and 

written us as he did, rejecting the claims as he did.
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His final paragraph on this page, page 2, is quotation of Judge Thomsen in Western | Ve McGehee. The opening sentence, in my layman's view, affirms ny interpretation of the Md, statute, aboves"0f course, frequent flggits of aircraft over property, at low altitude, . may Cause injury and damage, for uhich thelandower is entitled, to just compensation or damages [ais] or may be so low and frequent as to constitute a taking of the property | by the Government for public use.".How-hgain I raise the question, in the sense of Thomsen _ language, how can a successful overflight, without a crash, x “aise injury" as distin- guished from damage except in the sense we allege? Note also that he clearly visualizes. @ taking, as I also alleged, from the consequences of the flights, He also says thet - Short of a taking they can "cause physical injury". “ere he: doesnot megn to chimeys! _ On pe3 he says they are "bound" to consider the claims under the “edersl Torts act, But in the middle of the page he argues that under the"principle stare deci we are limited to that and can't use the military-clains act. 4e disropardy the 1 he himself quotes from United States v Hgelak and others, the language im ediately fol- lowing the above quote,"unless anda mtil revised ory overruled”. Now in our case this did happen, on government initiative, not mine, and with all branches ‘of the services, the Department of Defense, the Secretary of Defense und the Department of Justice part od the agreement, That certainly meets the requirement of JUaited States v Egelek, doesn't it? Doesn't it also raise questions about what he is up to whem he knows this? Now I see why he made such a deal out of dying about who put in the sums on the ket claims, 4t will be interesting to note if this pert of the March mecting with hin was changed, for if it was, I think there may be a question of fraud. I'll explain this ig you desire. If it was not changed, it proves my paint on agreement, for Army, JAG tute inserted the sums "$5,000". a; 
His 6 may be a legal argument we may face, that th» Federal Torts Claims Act nust be used in negligence cases, that ours is & negligence case, and that the "i litary Claims Act can't be used, However, if ali this should be true, and I'm confident it is not true with regard to the new Act, the fact remains that it is they, not-1, who selected the new act for usee Here I think Morse wpuid testify to government intent, our Way e He conaludes not that we do not have a legitimate claim byt that the Army, which had agreed to handle the cases for all services and selected this new law, is estopped: under it. ; . 
Harvey, for whatever my opinion may be worth, I think the judge will not lok kindly on this whole business and argument. which is directly opposite the one that should be in the transcript of our meeting with Leahy. There he claimed that the new act was for negligence cases, but restricted to such things as auto accidents, 
There } en follows '$ Claims stamped received Second Army 7/1963, 3 stamp dated 1/22/63 and 4% stamp dated 1/17/73. DUSAENT BKB RAE MEX A MT BR XE KK ERX X HXKAETE Bex These are identical except for oue thing. Those dated the 17th are ones in which I wrote the sum of $5,000 in by hand. They all have identical language, pursuant to the originalt Pentagon agreement, Although ni sum is indicated separately under personal injury, the maximum administrative clain on each case is 5,000, and that is in each case indicated, The claim itself is specific in each vase, “Damage to us and to our poultry operation..." 4/16/64 Col Thompson's one~sentence letter forward 3/10/64 transcript,to Taft, 
@ 4/8/64 Col, Thompson to the reporter, rs, Mosley, saying he had changed the transcript and claiming I"had things in complete confusion", This is an ambiguity. Howe ever, the letter complaining about the daterations is specifie enough and is unrefuted in anything we got in response. They ar® very substantive changes, as I remember them, 3/3/64 Leahy to Taft anpuncing 3/10 mevting, in response to Taft's 2/28. Taft's has Leahy's note, "Lets call him and set it up.* 
2/21/64, me to Leahy. Also my 2/14. | 
2/11/64, Leahy to me, responding to my 2/6. Tnere ure two Copies of his, the second bearing his initial, both having an illegible notation about 10 April Pte 2/6/64 he 
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Two copies of ah illegibly-dated Leahy letter to me, apprently in January. The second has an illegible note in the lowergleft~hand comer, In it he asks for what I had already supplied, pretending I. hadn't, and for what we had agreed to negotiate with impartial technical experts. 

1/30/64, General Williams to Leahy, re next Pentagon conference, ‘They want Morse 
and Sec Defense frogen out,"the prefereable action would be not to involve Mr, Norse 
in the conference." this memo was read-by phone to get to Leahy, not awaiting mailed 
receipt. Word for word. Typed copy iortiu initialed "1" 

Undated draft of fetter to me, with hand note "Not usedesent to Washington 30 
jan 64" ( . 

Undated Burtis meno shows Chamberlain confirming my report from contact with the 
pilot and is obviously wrong in distance and has elevation akeve ground admitted to 
be no more than 278@9 500 feet, , 

1/27/64 Thompson':: “emo for Record. Fromthis they even lie to Generals ("The 
operatoraxhad becn identified as a new pilot who lad nut received instructions". Above - 
says not now pilot. but does it mean anythin excc pt uegligence when there are regulations, standing instructions and a elegr and existing problin? Tiis quotes me as saving I would Shoot tho next one down. I didn t and had no wat of doing it anywaye Uniess a 22 pistol, 
an antique, had the capability.~ 

Lt Huyett’s memo that 1/24/64 on their not taking my calle Thompson's office, 
1/22/64 Leahy to me asking that + ive him "information ig.on the agreement 

between you and the government”. Day3 copy sent to Morse. “ook for in his file as test 
of completeness and to see if he annotated. , 

1/15/64, me to. Leahy. 

1/9/64Leahy to me 

Gapt. Jabez Loane IV memo of my 1/6/64 call on he in distress 
Burtis memo of his 1/3/64 conversation with+Maj. MeGr »"to request the Major to gehek Lt. Col. William C. Tyrell's chronologicsl files to obtain a memorandum far record which may have been made of the meeting held in April 1962 between Col, Hsefle, - Mp. Morse, Col. Tyrell and My, Weisberg" 

*#****Havoy None heres lione anywhere that I've seen in these files. Is it possible that | the Sec Defense orders’ such @ mecting, so many colonels are there, and there is no record? Note also thit “nronological file. I think we wont ite 
Surtis memo of his 1/2/64 visit to Chamberlain,Chamberlaon has a fileaie asked Chamberlain for copies, If they have it and we have it, ny log provides a means of 

checkingits accuracy, +f it is inconplete, then it means the Secretary of Defense, the clains people and we wére decvivere 
‘gdlivences Chamberlain had issued instructions to avoid use bu. he kept getting 

calls,’as this shows, provine thit his instructions went unheeded. His records had to 
show if I reported actualities. If I saw helicopters, I had no way of knowing what he 
was sending where and obvioug;had to be telling the truth, 

Says he knews of no emergencies. ‘There were emregeucy landings of Which he had to know. 

2/23/05 we to Leahy 

12/18/63 Tnompson for “niet Claims, Weisberg file, Van Voris 12/12/63 némo of 
phone conversation with me attached. Referring to notes the Morse files contains, 
“There are indications that Weisberg was lead to believe that the clains would be cone 
sidered administratively" Since they took claims form fo the necting and gave then to 
me, this is hardly meant to say or reflect no more thet I “wes lead to believe that Sean AUGGE* RULED SOMRMSTRE RAN OSEAN OM ade WED Bs TORE LPRIBELte e 
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laine aud admit there have been overflights in the past. We will aye diffioulty availin.: ourselves of the Statute of Jini tations (probably) inasmuch as five claing Were filed by 14 Hay 1962..eand remaining clains wore filed on or before 26-uly 1963, : Van V says I offered him film but he did not visite 

) 
& 

’ 

11/29/63 me to Leahy Tllegible. Harvey, I think ali ny allegations and reportings — 
should be checked to see what they do not dispute or respond to. 11/26/63 Leahy to us 

11/16/63 me to “eahy 
11/13/53 Leahy to us 
11/1/65 me to Leahy Tliegible copy. i believe this had to dowith my offier of exoerts and no response after te letters and tio calls. 
10/31/63 Leahy to us : 
10/206 3me to Leahy, initialled by hin, 4Llegible but note that this 2 ferg to what 

I made available to Van Voris, what hetook, end I don t think it was ever denied. Just. “ 
ignored to avoid doing anything. - 

10/17/63 Leahy to us 

8/26/6% me to asst sec army. 
. Hiegible in this copy, but my List of sonic booms, to Morse. | 1/27/64 Thompson's nemo on our claim (not claims) dupe of xeon aboveewith attachmenta, 8/9/63 Van Voris to “olabird forwerdong my “attached letters" and saying he Wdoes not recall any. conversations with respect to recovery under eminent domain," Note he does not write this to me and did not answer letter, My attached letters of 1/21/63 8/3/63,7/19/63. note on last, apparently iin Leahy's 

writing, of a George Holler 2444 4nt, Reve Service, Salt, These unanswered letters Glearly show I was proceeding under a re-iteration of the 
original agreement, 

: 10/17/63 Leahy to use No refs to correspondence with Yen Vorig shpwing I was 
procsediiy: uader the agreenente and pretends otherwise. There should be 6 copy in the 
Horse ani other files, , 

10/ 5/03 we to Morse. Refers to health probl. MS, Viclousness of chickens, t= 
marie Picture of damage, reouest for retum underlines, * don,t recall getting back, 

t is not here, 

12/24,'63 Van Ve to Chief Claims, clesr Sopye Hawvey: comparing this and ny um . 
answered lui ‘Ps to hin above should iaake ‘fuch clear, as vell as we at was going in inside 
the urmy und behind our backs. Affidavits he took frou iy files atcached, 5/23/61 Stearns, Navy JAG to Orick, IJ says cogisable under military claims act. not forts. Memo attached on this. 

Morsc note to Tyrell fowswarding "additional notes", form 95s from me and offering 
Harvey, these are copies of the originals and as I said, I left out the SUMS, $5,000, whieh is visibly nissing/ They are the ones who used Military Claims, Handwritten notes about case on Broadmoor Apts pad 
4/21/62 wean about call from Col. Taylor on ist vent, heétings Taylor told then to bring claius forns, 

8/23/63 Leahy" Jurisdiction memo, uw, attachwents, duplicates, 
7/16/63 Loane to Van Voris forwardinz files. asking ratum 2... ae YT mels fel Wty bt fe Ly Vike (Nu ubets (ac heme ae |
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Department of the Army File? p P co eee . 

12/11/63 Depaty Axniy Generel Counsel R, Tenney Johnson's meno for JAG forverding 2 
attached Morse file. : 

11/2983/65 Morse memo (carbon) for Johnson enclosing my letters to him of 11/7 and 16 
and two of Leahy's to me. This says he is giving Johnson “all my correspondence and 
memoseeParticularly note Mr. Weisberg's records of overflights submitted with his 
letter of May 5, 1962 and my notes of a uecting of Hay 3, 1962 between the services and . 
“re Weisberg." Among the meanings of this is that I did submit some proofs, they had thea | 
Morse attached special significance to it, and he did make notes of the meeting, I have 
not seen them yet and did not in skimming. 4s partiowlarly does not dispute my comment 
that what Leahy wrote bears no resemblance to our agreement, and that I can't understand it, 

My 11716 to Leahy emphasized there is much he seems not to have that I have given 
(it twms out he did have it and lied) and S emphasize the hasard of all of this to 
our health. I again ask for a conference, (I sent copies to Low 11/16, oopy here) | 

Sec Defense Routing slip dated 4/24/63 1:30 pem, with brief summary of Hay 3 mtg, 
copies to Vance, Niederlehner, others named, with handwritten notes on back. “alled 
"Action Copy" with action not later than 4/27/62. Except that they were to let me know 
if they agrfed to my experts as impartial, this is pretty much what we agreed to as I~ 
recall it and of what it mentions that we agreed to. 1 am sure I redsed this same question 
of agreement on experts with Morse later and with ‘an Voris, in writing not answered, 

Harvey, 1 think you should take tiis apart and copy. Yountold me not to take apart. 
Aside from confirming me, it showa other files not given to you, at least 5 plus the 

two above, or eliminations, or both. . a " 

My 4/17/¥.62 letter to MoNamara, annotated. Harvey, please note ‘that on page i I 
ask them to make an immediate inspection to see the damages for themselves, *over aonso 
Much later Low came closer, and I've seen no report from him, Van V fefused, as his om 
7/24 meno of the next year reflects. There should also be answers to. the questions asked 
in thise notes. Request for inspection repeated page 2. Note what I invite, even pathologist 
to post chickens, I even sugvest experts to use, including out of Maryland, 

Morse’s 5/9/62 confirms that we hat an understabding", that I had begim to comply. 
with it, and that he had passed’ my claims on to Army JAG MGXEKXEKBX “with a request 
that appropriate action be taken". Yooking at those claims, appropriate action oan mean 
only my interpretation of the agreement, that we were to get together and work it out 
amicably. . 

Because my leng May 5 letter is so long and because you have paperclipped it all 
together I'm not slowing down to go over it nowe A glance shows it to be specific and 
detailed, even with the names of witnesses. 

Note that Morse doesn + question the overlfights but admits them, as happened at 
the meeting, * 

My short May 5 with loge It also is clip»ed so 1 leave undisturbed, 

8/1/62 Morse's letter for MeNaughton's signature, copies to two others whose files 
are not here, referring to two.of my letters not attached. 1 think you should pay close 
attention to what I take to be admission of continuing overflights, last paragrpahe 

7/28 me to Morse reporting I donkt yet have the necess..ry Glaims forms I'd asked for 
and the initiation of the obtaining of experts as per agreement. 

1/26/62, my ansicr to licilaughton's 7/12, not attached. Niederlehner's copy. 

7/25/62 USAP Col. Woodbury*s Memo “elicopter Overlishts". Refers to memo of 7/20, 
which mnodsexctionmmbrimtx is not attached next. Note that 2. reports. pilot observation 
confirming my report from 10 miles west ofm our place, in air. 

Undated Army Mil. Operations memo to Morses Order to avoid us by five miles akd 
stay 2,500 feet up except in emergenoye 

1/20/6325, emtor to Arav Chief aviation affairs fa mrewmine ar ’ eel 
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vs 13/ Ve NUEVO TO Me, OY Morse, admitting “relief you sought has not been 
obtained”, 

BY 

Action letter or Sec “ef. Meno calling for action by 7/19/62. Copies indicated to 
a number whose files we do’not haves My 7/12 follows (2 copies). This again notes adverse 
effects on our health, calls it greater danger. 

Ky 8/4/62 to MoMMBEKS Naughton marked “sonic boom" and "no answer required”, Yet 
this points out they replied about flights other than I reported and therefore they 
have not been given responses. Harvey,note that the AF did see one I reported and 

A 

: f 

approximately where I reported it. Noted above and earlier, ///2.7é.) 
9/25/62 McNaughton to mee Thig mislocates our farm but reports orders to avoids 

Or, in effect, helicopters routed over us on purpose, tg 

9/10/62, Chamberlain to Stempler (three copies pel), re overflights, re Steupler's 9/46 
Stempler's does not fol Low, Note two of his recommendations: this be handled on higher 
level and have Faa déteied our farm "a restricted area”, 

5/4/62, Asst Adje General Lt. Harris #, Richard to Davison Co0. estabdishing 
restirctions, 5 miles, at least 1,500 feet above terrain 

vv 
us 11/5/62 AGC dajor W.D.Wassel to Davison (.0. repeating above and precluding Presiduntiads 

except when necessary and then only with elevation 2,500 above terrain, but when this is. 
done it must be reporte d promptly. The AF report above proves this also wasn't done, . 

9/4/62 Stempler to Chamberlain, attaching pictures I provided (not attached). They 
were with gy 8/24 to McNaughton, which also describes. It followsel see nothing +o 
respond to 5's request for information for reply re pictures if anything, _—- 

Map of directive with interesting note, including "this is permanent”, 
11/21/62 Morse to me, referring to Low's visit and forwarding copy above. Only 

very unusual conditions can justify Violation. ("directive in nature.) 

9/28/68, ne toMoNaughton, I report mislocating of out farm after 211 that had happaneds . "John", who I take to be Niodorlehner, added note to "Jack" (MoN.),"Had we better not en 
get out of this exchange?" I also elite specific violations, sncluding ane emergency 
landing I recall clearly. . 

Several duplicates. . 

1/14/63 me to Morseoreporting more violations, 
12 pages relative to the sonic-boom cluims of rs, Franklyn Smith, 

. 3/4/65, VAs Regional Counsel Martin J. White to six Sec, Yefense re my complaint. 
aS Se copy follows, plus White's 3/4 to me 

5/9/6 Gol Sidney Berrys Nemo for siecord re my 5/8 call. Note added says WH hets 
complying, which is false. 5/14 reply by Morsee 

_ 8/9/63, Leahy to us. Harvey, please note handwritten accuitions backing out of 
tye ,greenent : 

7/10/63 we to Morse Listing somic booms. Note of 7/15 referral to OP NAV 
8/21/63, Morse to me forwarding sonic-boon propaganda and saying Leahy ill. 
10/17/65, Leahy to use 

10/20/63, me to Morse. Note says answered by phone. 
11/1/65, m to Leahy. Last in this file,
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These appear to be digi nates. However, in over them, I note what might 

be significant on the 7th sheet, ANWAV ( 9 August 62), seemingly from headquarters, 
“tlitary District of Washington, to Commander, U.S.Army Commend, It says about 

my complaints about overflights,"1. Action relative to overflights ..ewas first initiated 

by this office on 4 May 1962ee0" Now I had been in touch with then. ‘beginning in 1955 

or 1956, and if it was not until my May complaint and action ordered by the Secretary 

of Defense, not in pasponse, say, the the decision in the first. suit, of which we’ 

now know there were very much aware, does this not raise a question of added negligence? 

The third from the last is a Chamberlain 5/29/62 memo listing five flights 
from March 16 to 29 that coincide with my complaints. So, I couldn't be making it 

all up, anyways » 
It might be worth checking the log to see what percentage of the flights I kx 

noted for those two weeks this comes to. 

The lant two sheets are a record of a complaint in which the hasard ot my wife and 
the fright to the chickens is clear and where even in Chamberlain's attacked attempt 
at justification, it is clear that the regulations were deliberately violated. His 
explanationk is that "However, this was an official flgght and RACRnENY to the best 

interests of this unit's mission”. 
Would thisp for example, justify landing on one of the buildings? How can such a 

contraption justify violation of their regulations His report has to be distorted to 
falsity, butk it remains an admitted violateon of regulations that were to have been 

"directive" except for emergeneies, and this a year and a half later. . ° 
How much of this is required to. constitute a "taking"? I think with chikens, 

very little. 

   



Motes on Dascovery Material Notes | 4/30/73 

I intended these to cover all possible uses and needs, beginning with an accurate: - and complete inventory. In—court use, search for more discovery material, motive in what te government did to use and in the legal areas, what could be significant to the judge, etc. So, they are much more voluminous than your immediate interest, in 
aduressing the running of the statute move. Here I do want to note that after I sent you several copies I found a memo in which they address this from the other side, saying —. that 1 had stopped the statute, so they could not plead thate It may not be possible te read and correct all 1 have written, but { am now com-encing, and-I'li attempt to isolate what 2 noted that could be relevant to your immediate interest. + hava used devices in seeking to attract your attention in these 20 pages, like asteriaks in the left margin, — I also will not have time to check, but from my recollection of Morse's description and Najor Briggs, this can't include his files, There are others who hai files, disclosed in these recordse From wnft Both told us, the volume of Morse’s ‘files alone exceeds what you have been given, oa 

Only if you can find the time to read all these records can you form your own opinion, but it is mine that regardless of how incomplete these are, there was a determination not to pay us anything, not to acknowledge that such. damages can happen, and thet whatever was done was done pursuant to this pre-detemmnationsAnd that especially a because of what Judge ,ruomsen said of me in his decision, they decided to use me as the gainea pig in seoking a reversal, 
i have a carbon of the attached pages. I wili uot have cophes of the documents. 
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